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Introduction {#sec005}
============

Older people's accidental falls are a priority for WHO/Europe \[[@pone.0231618.ref001]\] and they constitute a major public health problem. In the European Union, older adults account for half of deaths from unintentional injuries \[[@pone.0231618.ref002]\], despite representing one fifth of the population \[[@pone.0231618.ref003]\]. In older adults from developed countries, unintentional injuries are between the fifth and the seventh most common causes of death \[[@pone.0231618.ref004], [@pone.0231618.ref005]\], and the majority of unintentional injuries are caused by falls \[[@pone.0231618.ref002], [@pone.0231618.ref004], [@pone.0231618.ref006]\]. Furthermore, mortality due to accidental falls has recently increased in older adults \[[@pone.0231618.ref007]--[@pone.0231618.ref010]\], and the rapid ageing of the population makes it probable that this trend will increase in the future \[[@pone.0231618.ref007], [@pone.0231618.ref011]\]. Older adults have significantly higher mortality from minor injuries than those under 50s \[[@pone.0231618.ref012]\] and the interval from injury to death could be longer for minor or moderate injuries (for example rib fracture and chest or muscle contusions) than for more severe ones (hip, vertebral or skull fractures) \[[@pone.0231618.ref013]\]. Additionally, as the interval between injury and death increases, fall mortality could be underreported due to the death being attributed to a concomitant pathology \[[@pone.0231618.ref013], [@pone.0231618.ref014]\] (pneumonia, cerebral hemorrhage, pulmonary thromboembolism, worsening of comorbidities or other complication of the fall).

Despite the substantial number and significant consequences of aging adults' accidental falls, it is remarkable that a relatively limited number of recent studies have analyzed the long-term mortality of accidental falls in older adults. Moreover, most of these studies come from hospital settings \[[@pone.0231618.ref015]--[@pone.0231618.ref018]\] rather than community settings \[[@pone.0231618.ref019]\] and the scant literature that compares the long-term mortality risk after a fall with an appropriate control group is either not recent \[[@pone.0231618.ref020]--[@pone.0231618.ref023]\] or limited to women \[[@pone.0231618.ref024]\]. The study of long-term survival could add further insight into the real burden of this important problem, particularly in nursing homes where falls are frequent; as far as we know, no recent study has properly focused on falls' long-term consequences in a representative sample of nursing home residents. Hence, the aim of this study is to analyze the association between the baseline presence of a fall, and the severity of the fall, with long-term overall survival of care home residents.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

Study population {#sec007}
----------------

This cohort study used baseline data from a survey conducted from June 1998 through June 1999 in a representative sample of residents aged 65 years or older in residential and nursing homes in the city of Madrid, Spain, and a surrounding area of 35 km. Study participants were selected through stratified cluster sampling, one stratum included 47 public or subsidized (privately owned but publicly funded) nursing homes and the other stratum included 139 private institutions. We initially selected 25 public/subsidized and 30 private institutions with probability of selection proportional to their size (range 16 to 620 beds), and then sampled 10 men and 10 women from each public/subsidized facility selected and 5 men and 5 women from each private facility. The subjects were selected by systematic sampling with random start, using facilities' complete alphabetical lists of residents. Four private institutions declined to participate (totaling 40 sample subjects) and 45 additional residents could not be selected due to prolonged absence or refusal, leading to an overall response rate of 89% (715 out of 800 sample residents). Thirty-nine subjects were randomly substituted with residents of the same facility and sex, yielding a total of 754 residents. As a result of this design, residents in public/subsidized facilities and men were oversampled. To correct for this oversampling, sampling weights were assigned to study participants as the inverse of their probabilities of selection (that is, the inverse of the sampling fractions by type of facility and sex) \[[@pone.0231618.ref025]\], so that the weighted distribution of these factors in the study sample matched their distribution in the entire population of care home residents.

The Research Ethics Committee of the Institute of Health Carlos III approved the study. Informed consent was obtained verbally from all participants or their closest relative and documented.

Baseline data collection {#sec008}
------------------------

Trained geriatricians or residents in geriatrics administered structured questionnaires verbally to all selected residents, their main caregivers, and facility physicians to collect baseline data on sociodemographic characteristics, medical conditions, prescribed medications, and functional dependency. Facility physicians (or nurses for 8% of residents) were asked about the occurrence of any fall during the previous month. Where the answer was one or more, they were then asked to state whether any of the falls had any of the following consequences: open wound, hip fracture, other fracture, cerebral hemorrhage, or transfer to hospital. Falls with any of these consequences were classified as severe; otherwise, as non-severe \[[@pone.0231618.ref026]\].

Chronic medical conditions--including cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, arrhythmias, ischemic heart disease, congestive heart failure, peripheral arterial disease, stroke, hypertension, diabetes, anemia, Alzheimer's disease, other dementias, Parkinson's disease, epilepsy, depression, anxiety disorders, and arthritis--were ascertained by interviewing facility physicians with access to medical histories. Dementia was defined as a physician's diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease or other dementias, and the number of chronic conditions other than dementia was computed. Medications used in the preceding 7 days were obtained by reviewing medical records. Use of antidepressants (code N06A of the World Health Organization Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification) was recorded, and the number of prescribed medications other than antidepressants was also noted.

Urinary (in)continence was assessed by asking the study subjects or their main caregivers (if assigned, 41%) if the resident had experienced any involuntary leakage of urine in the preceding 14 days, and classified into no, mild (only nocturnal or occasional diurnal leakage), or severe urinary incontinence (frequent or total diurnal leakage) \[[@pone.0231618.ref027]\]. Functional dependency when performing basic daily living activities was evaluated by using a modified Barthel index \[[@pone.0231618.ref028]\]. For this study, we used a version that excluded incontinence and which has been used in previous studies. The index's score ranged from 0 to 80 points \[[@pone.0231618.ref029]\]. Residents were classified as: functionally independent (80 points), mildly/moderately dependent (31--79 points), or severely/totally dependent (0--30 points).

Mortality follow-up {#sec009}
-------------------

We followed up study participants for mortality through to 15 September 2013, but only the first 5 years of follow-up were used in the present study. Our rationale for a 5-year follow-up was choosing a timeframe after which the occurrence of an event was hardly attributable to any change at baseline. All-cause mortality was ascertained by requesting updated data on residents' vital status from participating facilities and through computerized linkage to the Spanish National Death Index, which includes all deaths registered in Spain \[[@pone.0231618.ref030]\]. Residents contributed follow-up time from their 1998--1999 baseline interviews until death or being censored at the end of the 5-year follow-up period.

Statistical analysis {#sec010}
--------------------

Hazard ratios (HR) for all-cause mortality and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) by occurrence (yes vs. no) and severity of fall (non-severe or severe vs. no) were estimated using Cox proportional hazards models with two increasing levels of adjustment. The first model included baseline age (65--74, 75--79, 80--84, 85--89, or ≥ 90), sex (woman or man), and type of facility (public, subsidized, or private), and the second model further adjusted for baseline dementia (yes or no), number of chronic conditions other than dementia (0--1, 2--3, or ≥ 4), use of antidepressants (yes or no), number of prescribed medications other than antidepressants (0--2, 3--4, or ≥ 5), urinary incontinence (no, mild, or severe), and functional dependency without incontinence (independent, mild/moderate, or severe/total). To explore potential variations in the association between severity of fall and all-cause mortality by resident subgroups, we included interactions between fall-severity categories and subgroups in fully-adjusted Cox proportional hazards models.

Adjusted non-parametric cumulative mortality curves for residents with no, non-severe, and severe falls were estimated as the complement of the baseline survival functions from a Cox model stratified by severity of fall and adjusted to the overall weighted percentages of all baseline confounders. To allow for time-dependent effects of fall severity on mortality (that is, non-proportional hazards), smooth cumulative hazard ratios over time and 95% CIs were estimated from a spline-based parametric survival model \[[@pone.0231618.ref031]\], with the baseline log cumulative hazard as a natural cubic spline of log time with a single internal knot at the median failure time, interactions of spline terms with fall-severity categories, and adjustment for all baseline confounders. Proportional hazards were contrasted by using joint Wald tests for spline-by-severity interaction coefficients.

Due to the complex sampling design and the different selection probabilities of study participants, all analyses were weighted by the inverse of each participant's selection probability to obtain unbiased estimates of population parameters and accounted for the effect of stratification and clustering on standard errors. All reported *P* values were two-sided. Analyses were carried out using Stata, version 14.2 (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas 77845 USA) and R, version 3.4 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results {#sec011}
=======

Of the 754 participants in the baseline survey, we excluded 10 residents (1.3%) with missing information regarding falls at baseline and 55 residents (7.3%) with unknown vital status at the end of follow-up, thus leaving a final cohort of 689 residents. There were 12.6% of residents who reported at least one fall in the 30 days preceding interview, and 29.5% of those who fell suffered adverse outcomes; the severe fall group was comprised of these subjects. Fallers presented more comorbidities and prescribed medications, had higher prevalences of antidepressant use and urinary incontinence, and tended to have a higher degree of functional dependency than residents who had not fallen ([Table 1](#pone.0231618.t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0231618.t001

###### Baseline characteristics of nursing home residents by severity of fall (1998--1999)[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}.

![](pone.0231618.t001){#pone.0231618.t001g}

                                                                                     Fall                                 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------
  No. of residents                                                      689 (100)    602 (87.4)   60 (8.9)    27 (3.7)    
  Age (years)                                                                                                             0.60
      65--74                                                            91 (12.2)    80 (11.9)    9 (16.7)    2 (8.6)     
      75--79                                                            109 (14.7)   96 (14.7)    8 (11.8)    5 (20.5)    
      80--84                                                            176 (25.5)   159 (26.6)   12 (16.7)   5 (21.8)    
      85--89                                                            174 (26.8)   146 (25.9)   21 (37.3)   7 (23.2)    
      ≥ 90                                                              139 (20.7)   121 (20.8)   10 (17.5)   8 (25.9)    
  Sex                                                                                                                     0.83
      Women                                                             379 (75.6)   330 (75.6)   35 (77.2)   14 (71.9)   
      Men                                                               310 (24.4)   272 (24.4)   25 (22.8)   13 (28.1)   
  Type of facility                                                                                                        0.48
      Public                                                            392 (46.4)   347 (46.5)   31 (46.8)   14 (43.8)   
      Subsidized                                                        72 (8.1)     58 (7.6)     9 (9.0)     5 (17.0)    
      Private                                                           225 (45.5)   197 (45.8)   20 (44.2)   8 (39.2)    
  Dementia                                                                                                                0.67
      No                                                                488 (68.3)   430 (69.0)   41 (64.2)   17 (63.9)   
      Yes                                                               197 (31.7)   168 (31.0)   19 (35.8)   10 (36.1)   
      Unknown                                                           4            4            0           0           
  No. of chronic conditions[^c^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                                             \< 0.001    
      0--1                                                              180 (26.7)   171 (29.4)   7 (9.4)     2 (4.8)     
      2--3                                                              289 (41.9)   256 (42.7)   23 (37.6)   10 (35.7)   
      ≥ 4                                                               220 (31.3)   175 (27.9)   30 (53.0)   15 (59.5)   
  Use of antidepressants                                                                                                  \< 0.001
      No                                                                607 (88.9)   540 (91.1)   43 (67.7)   24 (88.0)   
      Yes                                                               67 (11.1)    48 (8.9)     16 (32.3)   3 (12.0)    
      Unknown                                                           15           14           1           0           
  No. of prescribed medications[^d^](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}                                         \< 0.001    
      0--2                                                              174 (26.5)   167 (29.4)   4 (5.8)     3 (8.0)     
      3--4                                                              238 (36.3)   214 (37.4)   16 (23.8)   8 (41.3)    
      ≥ 5                                                               250 (37.2)   196 (33.2)   38 (70.4)   16 (50.7)   
      Unknown                                                           27           25           2           0           
  Urinary incontinence                                                                                                    0.01
      No                                                                328 (46.2)   305 (49.2)   16 (22.2)   7 (31.5)    
      Mild                                                              121 (18.9)   98 (17.5)    16 (31.7)   7 (22.2)    
      Severe                                                            218 (34.9)   183 (33.4)   24 (46.1)   11 (46.3)   
      Unknown                                                           22           16           4           2           
  Functional dependency[^e^](#t001fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                             0.06
      Independent                                                       224 (28.1)   209 (30.2)   12 (15.8)   3 (8.3)     
      Mild/moderate                                                     309 (49.3)   259 (47.7)   34 (58.6)   16 (64.1)   
      Severe/total                                                      138 (22.6)   118 (22.0)   13 (25.6)   7 (27.6)    
      Unknown                                                           18           16           1           1           

^a^ Unweighted sample counts (weighted percentages).

^b^ *P* value for homogeneity of weighted percentages across categories of severity of fall.

^c^ Number of chronic conditions other than Alzheimer's disease and other dementias.

^d^ Number of prescribed medications other than antidepressants.

^e^ Functional dependency excluding continence criteria.

After a median follow-up of 4.5 years, 53 fallers had died during 278 person-years of follow-up (mortality rate 18.0 per 100 person-years) and 319 non-fallers died during 2,130 person-years (mortality rate 14.7 per 100 person-years). In a model which was fully adjusted for sociodemographic and clinical characteristics, the risk for all-cause mortality was similar among fallers and non-fallers (HR = 1.03; 95% CI = 0.75--1.40) ([Table 2](#pone.0231618.t002){ref-type="table"}). When falls were broken down by their severity, the hazard ratios (95% CIs) for all-cause mortality were 0.92 (0.58--1.45) for residents with non-severe falls and 1.36 (0.73--2.53) for residents with severe falls, both as compared to those without reported falls. This moderate increase in risk among severe fallers was also observed in the adjusted cumulative mortality curves by severity of fall, although the reduced number of residents with severe falls resulted in a somewhat jagged and imprecise curve ([Fig 1](#pone.0231618.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Adjusted cumulative all-cause mortality by severity of fall among nursing home residents in Madrid, Spain.\
Non-parametric cumulative mortality curves were obtained as the complement of the baseline survival functions from a Cox model stratified by severity of fall (no, non-severe, or severe), adjusted to the overall weighted percentages of baseline age (65--74, 75--79, 80--84, 85--89, or ≥ 90 years), sex (women or men), type of facility (public, subsidized, or private), dementia (yes or no), number of chronic conditions other than dementia (0--1, 2--3, or ≥ 4), use of antidepressants (yes or no), number of prescribed medications other than antidepressants (0--2, 3--4, or ≥ 5), urinary incontinence (no, mild, or severe) and functional dependency excluding (in)continence (independent, mild/moderate, or severe/total), and accounting for the stratified cluster sampling and the different selection probabilities.](pone.0231618.g001){#pone.0231618.g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0231618.t002

###### Hazard ratios for all-cause mortality by occurrence and severity of fall among nursing home residents in Madrid, Spain.

![](pone.0231618.t002){#pone.0231618.t002g}

  Fall                                                      No. of deaths   No. of person-years   Mortality rate[^a^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"} (95% CI)   Hazard ratio[^b^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"} (95% CI)   
  --------------------------------------------------------- --------------- --------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------
  No                                                        319             2129.5                14.7 (13.1--16.6)                                               1.00 (reference)                                              1.00 (reference)
  Yes                                                       53              277.7                 18.0 (13.4--24.4)                                               1.20 (0.90--1.62)                                             1.03 (0.75--1.40)
      Non-severe                                            34              204.6                 16.4 (11.5--23.5)                                               1.11 (0.71--1.72)                                             0.92 (0.58--1.45)
      Severe                                                19              73.1                  22.8 (12.8--40.5)                                               1.49 (0.77--2.88)                                             1.36 (0.73--2.53)
      *P* for trend[^e^](#t002fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                         0.14                                                          0.50

^a^ Weighted mortality rates per 100 person-years and 95% confidence intervals (CIs).

^b^ Hazard ratios for all-cause mortality and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were obtained from Cox proportional hazards models with follow-up restricted to 5 years and accounting for the stratified cluster sampling and the different selection probabilities.

^c^ Model 1 was adjusted for baseline age (65--74, 75--79, 80--84, 85--89, or ≥ 90 years), sex (women or men), and type of facility (public, subsidized, or private).

^d^ Model 2 was further adjusted for baseline dementia (yes or no), number of chronic conditions other than dementia (0--1, 2--3, or ≥ 4), use of antidepressants (yes or no), number of prescribed medications other than antidepressants (0--2, 3--4, or ≥ 5), urinary incontinence (no, mild, or severe), and functional dependency excluding (in)continence (independent, mild/moderate, or severe/total).

^e^ *P* value for log-linear trend in hazard ratios across categories of severity of fall.

Time-dependent effects of falls on mortality are shown in [Fig 2](#pone.0231618.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The cumulative hazard ratio comparing non-severe falls with no fall remained close to the null effect over the entire follow-up (*P* for proportional hazards = 0.94). However, residents with severe falls appeared to experience an increased risk of death during the first 2 years of follow-up, reaching a 2-year cumulative hazard ratio of 1.54 (95% CI = 0.86--2.75), with a progressive decrease in risk thereafter, albeit this time-dependent pattern was not significant (*P* for proportional hazards = 0.70).

![Cumulative hazard ratios for all-cause mortality over time by severity of fall among nursing home residents in Madrid, Spain.\
Smooth cumulative hazard ratios over time (solid curves) and 95% confidence intervals (dashed curves) were obtained from a spline-based parametric survival model with a single internal knot at the median failure time, stratified by severity of fall (no fall, non-severe, or severe), adjusted for baseline age (65--74, 75--79, 80--84, 85--89, or ≥ 90 years), sex (women or men), type of facility (public, subsidized, or private), dementia (yes or no), number of chronic conditions other than dementia (0--1, 2--3, or ≥ 4), use of antidepressants (yes or no), number of prescribed medications other than antidepressants (0--2, 3--4, or ≥ 5), urinary incontinence (no, mild, or severe) and functional dependency without (in)continence (independent, mild/moderate, or severe/total), and accounting for the cluster sampling and the different selection probabilities.](pone.0231618.g002){#pone.0231618.g002}

In subgroup analyses, non-severe falls were associated with a 69% increase in mortality risk for residents in private facilities and a 37% decrease in risk for those in public institutions ([Fig 3](#pone.0231618.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The hazard ratios for severe falls were higher in men (2.00), residents with less comorbidities (1.87), fewer prescribed medications (2.01), and those who were functionally independent (2.10).

![Hazard ratios for all-cause mortality associated with severity of fall by subgroup of nursing home residents in Madrid, Spain.\
Subgroup-specific hazard ratios (squares with area inversely proportional to the variance) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs, horizontal lines) were obtained from Cox proportional hazards models with interactions between severity of fall (no, non-severe, or severe) and the corresponding subgroup indicator, adjusted for baseline age (65--74, 75--79, 80--84, 85--89, or ≥ 90 years), sex (women or men), type of facility (public, subsidized, or private), dementia (yes or no), number of chronic conditions other than dementia (0--1, 2--3, or ≥ 4), use of antidepressants (yes or no), number of prescribed medications other than antidepressants (0--2, 3--4, or ≥ 5), urinary incontinence (no, mild, or severe) and functional dependency excluding (in)continence (independent, mild/moderate, or severe/total), and accounting for the stratified cluster sampling and the different selection probabilities.](pone.0231618.g003){#pone.0231618.g003}

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

We found no notable association between reporting a fall of any type in the month prior to baseline and long-term overall survival among older adults residing in care homes. However, there was a small non-significant increase in risk among severe fallers. They appeared to experience a moderately increased risk of death during the first 2 years of follow-up, with a progressive decrease in risk thereafter. Furthermore, men, residents with fewer comorbidities, fewer prescribed medications and those who were functionally independent; who had suffered a severe fall, did have a noticeably increased risk of mortality compared to residents with no fall in the month prior to the baseline interview.

A limited number of studies from non-clinical settings have assessed long-term overall survival in older adults who had suffered a fall. Moreover, few of these studies compared survival against an appropriate control group of non-fallers, and those that did were not published recently or were limited to women. [Sylliaas](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Sylliaas%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19452127) *et al*.*'*s studied women aged 75 or over living in the community \[[@pone.0231618.ref024]\]. They found that women who had suffered at least two falls had poorer survival rates (HR = 1.6; 95% CI = 1.1--2.4) compared to non-fallers after a 9 year follow-up. However, no associations were found between suffering only one fall and subsequent survival (HR = 1.1; 95% CI = 0.7--1.7) \[[@pone.0231618.ref024]\]. Donald *et al*. found, that all-cause mortality did not increase for single fallers compared to non-fallers (HR = 0.97; 95% CI = 0.7--1.4), in a community cohort of adults over 75 \[[@pone.0231618.ref020]\]. This is consistent with our results, although we did not assess the impact on survival of subsequent falls during the follow-up period. Altuough, Donald *et al*. did find associations between falling more than once during the 3-year follow-up and mortality (HR = 1.9; 95% CI = 1.2--3.0).\[[@pone.0231618.ref020]\] Along the same lines, Bath *et al*.'s community-based study found associations between frequent fallers (≥3) and mortality (4-year follow-up) \[[@pone.0231618.ref022]\]. Nevertheless, they found no significant increase in mortality for older adults who had fallen once or twice compared to non-fallers \[[@pone.0231618.ref022]\]. In an earlier study from 1992, Dunn *et al*. studied a community sample of adults ≥70 years with a 2 year follow-up \[[@pone.0231618.ref021]\]. They did not find any associations between suffering either one or multiple falls and mortality, after adjusting for the main covariates (including disability and chronic conditions). The HR were 1.3 (95% CI = 0.9--1.7) for a single fall and 1.3 (95% CI = 0.9--1.8) for multiple falls, as compared to an appropriate control group of non-fallers \[[@pone.0231618.ref021]\].

Bailly *et al*. studied a cohort of 329 community-based women who had suffered a fall with a 13 year follow-up. They found that elderly women who had suffered an indoor fall had shorter survival times than other kinds of falls. They considered that mortality differences were more strongly associated with factors such as frailty and comorbidities, which predisposed the subjects to falling, than to the fall itself and/or any subsequent injuries. They concluded that inside falls could be a marker of frailty. Unfortunately, they did not compare survival with a control group of non-fallers \[[@pone.0231618.ref019]\]. In line with this hypothesis, it is interesting to highlight that Wong *et al*. found that low falls (≤0.5 meters) for older adults from hospital settings were an independent predictor of 1-year mortality when compared to higher-level falls. Moreover, for low fall injuries, they considered that the long-term cause of death was unlikely to be trauma related and regarded low falls mechanism as a surrogate marker of frailty. They concluded that frailty status could explain the increased mortality found by other studies \[[@pone.0231618.ref017]\]. We did not adjust for frailty but, besides age and comorbidities, we included functional dependency in our analysis which could be considered a close proxy for frailty. We did not find a relevant increase in mortality risk for residents who had suffered a fall. This held even when severity of the fall was accounted for (although there was slight non-significant increase in risk for severe falls). Thus, our results are consistent with Wong *et al*. conclusions \[[@pone.0231618.ref017]\]. Moreover, in our subgroup analyses, severe falls were associated with a marked increase in mortality risk in the case of residents with apparently better baseline states (fewer comorbidities, fewer prescribed medications, functionally independent) and men. A possible explanation is that in patients with worse baseline states, mortality is primarily associated with frailty rather than with the fall itself, which is consistent with other studies' conclusions \[[@pone.0231618.ref017], [@pone.0231618.ref019]\], and the impact of severe falls on mortality risk could be more marked on subpopulations with better baseline states. In line with this possible explanation, in those subpopulations with better baseline states, the reference group of non-fallers is expected to have good survival expectancies, so the mortality risk for those who suffered a severe fall could be remarkably higher when compared to them. On the contrary, in those populations with worse basal state (residents with frailty and more comorbidities) the reference group of non-fallers is supposed to have already bad survival expectancies. Previous studies have recommended the implementation of preventive measures aimed to attenuate frailty mainly in adults aged 75 years or older \[[@pone.0231618.ref008]\]. These could include, among others, the routine practice of moderate physical exercise \[[@pone.0231618.ref032]\] and a healthy eating pattern \[[@pone.0231618.ref033]\]. Our results are coherent with a possible benefit of primary preventive programs addressed to improve frailty in care homes residents. Further studies should assess the best preventive approaches of severe falls, for those in care homes residents with a better basal state.

In subgroup analyses, non-severe fallers, compared to non-fallers, presented a 69% increase in mortality risk in private facilities and a 37% decrease in risk in public institutions. However, we cannot provide a solid hypothesis for these differences in mortality risks. The important confounding factors have been controlled, so the reasons for a possible effect, if it really exists, are presumably due to differences in structural and organizational factors. Nevertheless, we do not have enough data to approach this analysis with the adequate rigor. Moreover, it is advisable to be cautious with the results from subgroup analyses since they are usually more affected by random and systematic errors. These results just suggest that future research should analyse in depth these possible associations.

Finally, in the specific case of hip fractures after an accidental fall in older populations, the hazard of death is greater during the subsequent 6--12 months and declines thereafter \[[@pone.0231618.ref034]--[@pone.0231618.ref039]\]. This is roughly consistent with our results which show a mild increase in risk of death for severe falls, mainly during the first year, and to a lesser extent during the second, with a progressive decrease thereafter.

A limitation of our study is that we only included residents who had suffered a fall during the month prior to the baseline interview in the analyses so we cannot rule out that some residents died shortly after the fall but before the interview (post-fall in-hospital mortality has been reported as between 3.7% and 16% \[[@pone.0231618.ref015], [@pone.0231618.ref016], [@pone.0231618.ref018], [@pone.0231618.ref040], [@pone.0231618.ref041]\]). Furthermore, residents who had suffered a fall and survived the first month could be stronger than non-fallers. Thus, our mortality rates after an accidental fall could be under-recorded, and the possible survival bias effect could hinder the identification of associations. However, as we were assessing long-term survival, this possible survival effect by definition must be included in the outcomes in terms of survival. Likewise, patients who survived a fall and subsequently stayed in the hospital for over a month were not included, so our figures for residents who had suffered a fall in the month prior to the baseline interview could have been underestimated. Second, some deaths might not have been reported, something that would eventually generate non-differential misclassification and, in general, lead to underestimation of the associations. Third, after a fall, mortality is higher in patients discharged into skilled nursing care or into a nursing home \[[@pone.0231618.ref015], [@pone.0231618.ref016]\]. As we studied care home residents, patients with better prognoses after a fall might not have been included in our study, but rather returned home instead of entering a care home. However, we adjusted for variables with a strong association with mortality after a fall, such as comorbid conditions, age, sex and functional dependency. Fourth, we cannot exclude that, in the last decade, the practice management regarding falls, could have changed in nursing homes leading to a possible improvement in the survival. Nonetheless, a possible recent improvement in the survival, would have been consistent with our results. Fifth, our main independent variable was to have suffered a fall within the month prior to the interview. Thus, we cannot ensure that, those classified as \"non fallers\", did not suffer a fall outside that period. In most of the studies from non-clinical settings with a long follow-up, the information of baseline falls was self-reported by asking the participant about having suffered a fall during the preceding 3 months or until the preceding year depending on the studies \[[@pone.0231618.ref020]--[@pone.0231618.ref022]\]. Donald *et al*. reported that they selected only the preceding three months, to self-report a previous fall, because they considered that the recall over a longer period was less accurate \[[@pone.0231618.ref020]\]. Anyhow, independently of the different timeframes for collecting the occurrence of a previous or subsequent falls, our results were consistent with the rest of the literature that did not find significant associations between suffering only a single fall and long term mortality \[[@pone.0231618.ref020]--[@pone.0231618.ref022], [@pone.0231618.ref024]\]. Finally, it is worth mentioning that data on falls were gathered from the facility physicians (or nurses for 8% of residents), thus notably limiting the potential information bias.

The main strengths of the study are that we selected a representative cohort of the care home resident population, with a very high response-rate and including various types of facilities. These facts enhance our study's external validity. Moreover, the large sample size of the study limits random error. We have included the most important confounding variables in the analysis, such as urinary incontinence, comorbidities, age, sex and functional dependency \[[@pone.0231618.ref015], [@pone.0231618.ref040], [@pone.0231618.ref042]--[@pone.0231618.ref044]\]. Furthermore, these variables may collectively serve as proxies for unmeasured potential confounding factors, such as frailty.

Conclusions {#sec013}
===========

We found no association between having suffered a fall in the month prior to baseline interview and long-term overall survival in care home residents. Additionally, we did not find a marked association when taking into account the severity of the fall, although some associations in selected subgroups warrant further attention.

10.1371/journal.pone.0231618.r001
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2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: I Don\'t Know

Reviewer \#2: I Don\'t Know

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The PLOS Data policy requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.
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Reviewer \#2: Yes

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

REVIEWER: 1

COMMENTS TO THE AUTHOR.

We thank the reviewer for its suggestions, which give us the opportunity of improving the article.

This study investigated the association between having suffered a fall and long-term survival in nursing-home residents. The manuscript is interesting and well-written and the analysis are made based on a sufficiently large dataset. However, I have a few comments:

Introduction, lines 53 et seq.: It is written that falls may cause death. Please briefly describe which consequences may result from falls and lead to death.

Introduction, lines 61-62: Please name examples for minor and major injuries. This may relate to and be combined with my former comment.

Authors: We agree that these two suggestions will improve the manuscript. In order to provide all this information we propose to include the following paragraph in the Introduction section (lines 60-67):

"Older adults have significantly higher mortality from minor injuries than those under 50s \[12\] and the interval from injury to death could be longer for minor or moderate injuries (for example rib fracture and chest or muscle contusions) than for more severe ones (hip, vertebral or skull fractures) \[13\]. Additionally, as the interval between injury and death increases, fall mortality could be underreported due to the death being attributed to a concomitant pathology \[13, 14\] (pneumonia, cerebral hemorrhage, pulmonary thromboembolism, worsening of comorbidities or other complication of the fall)"

Study population, lines 79-81: This study was based on data from 1998-1999 which is outdated. Please describe if practice regarding falls in nursing homes has changed since then and how it will impact findings and implications of the current study. It should be mentioned in the limitation section of the discussion, particularly since in the introduction it was argued that existing studies are not recent.

Authors: We have added the following paragraph to the Discussion section (strengths and limitations) (lines 368-371)

"Fourth, we cannot exclude that, in the last decade, the practice management regarding falls, could have changed in nursing homes leading to a possible improvement in the survival. Nonetheless, a possible recent improvement in the survival would have been consistent with our results.

Study population, line 94 + line161: What is meant by "sampling weights" / "weighted by underlying population distribution"? Please explain how the weights were obtained and used.

Authors: At baseline, we oversampled residents in public/subsidized facilities and men. The weights were calculated in the usual way as the inverse of each participant's selection probability and were intended to restore the representativeness of these groups according to the observed proportions in the targeted population.

To clarify the calculation of sampling weights, we have included the following sentence in the Materials and methods section (Study population, lines 97-101), supported by a new methodological reference (Levy PS, Lemeshow S. Sampling of Populations: Methods and Applications, third edition. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1999):

"To correct for this oversampling, sampling weights were assigned to study participants as the inverse of their probabilities of selection (that is, the inverse of the sampling fractions by type of facility and sex) \[25\], so that the weighted distribution of these factors in the study sample matched their distribution in the entire population of care home residents."

Please see also Materials and methods (Statistical analysis, lines 172-173) for the use of sampling weights in statistical analysis:

"all analyses were weighted by the inverse of each participant's selection probability to obtain unbiased estimates of population parameters...".

Baseline data collection, lines 100-104: Unfortunately, falls of the nursing home residents were only recorded in the previous month of the interview at a random start in 1998/1999 which is a very short baseline. Therefore, only 12.6% of all residents had sustained a fall. A longer baseline would have enabled to choose nursing home residents because of their fall in order to increase the group of fallers. This design might be an important cause for the weak associations which should be mentioned in the limitation section of the discussion.

Authors: We agree with the reviewer that we cannot ensure that, those classified as \"non fallers\", did not suffer a fall outside the previous one month period. However, it has been described that, for the older people, suffering a fall is an intermittent experience that it is very likely to be completely resolved, rather than to evolve to regular falling one year later (Donald, I.P. and C.J. Bulpitt, The prognosis of falls in elderly people living at home. Age Ageing, 1999. 28(2): p. 121-5). Moreover, Donald et al. reported that they selected only the preceding three months to self-report a previous fall because they considered that the recall over a longer period was less accurate (Donald, I.P. and C.J. Bulpitt, The prognosis of falls in elderly people living at home. Age Ageing, 1999. 28(2): p. 121-5). Besides independently of the different timeframes for collecting the occurrence of a previous fall, our results were consistent with the rest of the literature that did not find significant associations between suffering only a single fall and long term mortality (Donald, I.P. and C.J. Bulpitt, The prognosis of falls in elderly people living at home. Age Ageing, 1999. 28(2): p. 121-5) (Dunn, J.E., et al., Mortality, disability, and falls in older persons: the role of underlying disease and disability. Am J Public Health, 1992. 82(3): p. 395-400) (Bath, P.A. and K. Morgan, Differential risk factor profiles for indoor and outdoor falls in older people living at home in Nottingham, UK. Eur J Epidemiol, 1999. 15(1): p. 65-73)( Sylliaas, H., et al., Does mortality of the aged increase with the number of falls? Results from a nine-year follow-up study. Eur J Epidemiol, 2009. 24(7): p. 351-5)

To explain these issues, we have now added the following comment to the Discussion section (lines 371-384).

"Fifth, our main independent variable was to have suffered a fall within the month prior to the interview. Thus, we cannot ensure that, those classified as \"non fallers\", did not suffer a fall outside that period. In most of the studies from non-clinical settings with a long follow-up, the information of baseline falls was self-reported by asking the participant about having suffered a fall during the preceding 3 months or until the preceding year depending on the studies \[20-22\]. Donald et al. reported that they selected only the preceding three months, to self-report a previous fall, because they considered that the recall over a longer period was less accurate \[20\]. Anyhow, independently of the different timeframes for collecting the occurrence of a previous or subsequent falls, our results were consistent with the rest of the literature that did not find significant associations between suffering only a single fall and long term mortality \[20-22,24\]. Finally, it is worth mentioning that data on falls were gathered from the facility physicians (or nurses for 8% of residents), thus notably limiting the potential information bias".

Baseline data collection, line 120: Why is urinary incontinence important to adjust for?

Authors: Urinary incontinence is a potential confounder in this frail population because it is associated with falling and it is independently associated with mortality (Damian J, Pastor-Barriuso R, Valderrama-Gama E, de Pedro-Cuesta J. Factors associated with falls among older adults living in institutions. BMC Geriatr. 2013;13:6).

Please do see the Discussion section (lines 388-390).

"We have included the most important confounding variables in the analysis, such as urinary incontinence, comorbidities, age, sex and functional dependency. \[15, 40, 42-44\]"

Baseline data collection: There is no information on whether any falls occurred during follow-up although it would affect the observed mortality. If the association of falls and mortality is to be investigated, why have additional falls not been observed? This information should either be added to the model or mentioned in the limitation section.

Authors: We believe that the above paragraph, that has been included in the limitations section, also applies to this suggestion.

Please, do see the Discussion section (lines 371-384).

"Fifth, our main independent variable was to have suffered a fall within the month prior to the interview. Thus, we cannot ensure that, those classified as \"non fallers\", did not suffer a fall outside that period. In most of the studies from non-clinical settings with a long follow-up, the information of baseline falls was self-reported by asking the participant about having suffered a fall during the preceding 3 months or until the preceding year depending on the studies \[20-22\]. Donald et al. reported that they selected only the preceding three months, to self-report a previous fall, because they considered that the recall over a longer period was less accurate \[20\]. Anyhow, independently of the different timeframes for collecting the occurrence of a previous or subsequent falls, our results were consistent with the rest of the literature that did not find significant associations between suffering only a single fall and long term mortality \[20-22,24\]. Finally, it is worth mentioning that data on falls were gathered from the facility physicians (or nurses for 8% of residents), thus notably limiting the potential information bias".

Statistical analysis: Please describe how the proportional hazards assumption for Cox proportional hazards models was tested and briefly report results.

Authors: We tested for the proportional hazards assumption by using spline-based parametric survival models, which provide a similar but more efficient way to deal with non-proportional hazards than Cox semiparametric models (Royston, P. and M.K. Parmar, Flexible parametric proportional-hazards and proportional-odds models for censored survival data, with application to prognostic modelling and estimation of treatment effects. Stat Med, 2002. 21(15): p. 2175-97). Indeed, spline-based survival models allowed us to report not only the P values for the proportional hazards assumption, but also the estimated trends in hazards ratios over time. These results were already reported in Figure 2 and commented in the Results section of the original manuscript.

To further clarify this point, we have extended the description of the spline-based survival model and added a sentence on the test for the proportional hazards assumption in the Materials and methods section (Statistical analysis, lines 163-170):

"To allow for time-dependent effects of fall severity on mortality (that is, non-proportional hazards), smooth cumulative hazard ratios over time and 95% CIs were estimated from a spline-based parametric survival model \[31\], with the baseline log cumulative hazard as a natural cubic spline of log time with a single internal knot at the median failure time, interactions of spline terms with fall-severity categories, and adjustment for all baseline confounders. Proportional hazards were contrasted by using joint Wald tests for spline-by-severity interaction coefficients".

In addition to the detailed results presented in Figure 2, we have also added the P values from the proportional hazards tests to the Results section (lines 232 and 235-236):

"(P for proportional hazards = 0.94)" and "...albeit this time-dependent pattern was not significant (P for proportional hazards = 0.70)".

Table 1: Please add the number and share of nursing home residents having sustained a fall in total and per fall severity group.

Authors: We have included in Table 1 the numbers and percentages, of the overall population and by fall group, for the different baseline characteristics. If the reviewer wants us to provide the number of all fallers, no matter the severity, this information can be obtained by summing the non-severe and severe fall columns. To add a new column with this information we think that it could be confusing and somewhat redundant."

Discussion: There are several very long sentences which makes the otherwise interesting discussion difficult to read. Please split these in shorter sentences.

Authors: Done.

REVIEWER: 2

COMMENTS TO THE AUTHOR.

We thank the reviewer for all its suggestions, which will give us the opportunity of improving the article.

Considerations:

1\. Consider citing the questionnaire used in the interviews.

Authors: We acknowledge that citing the questionnaire used in the interviews could be of interest. Unfortunately, we cannot provide the cite of questionnaire because it is not published.

2\. Consider citing a source or further explaining the rationale behind choosing 5 years as the cutoff for long-term mortality.

Authors: Thank you very much for this suggestion. To detail this rationale for choosing the 5 years cut off, we have added the following paragraph to the Materials and methods section (lines 138-140):

"Our rationale for a 5-year follow-up was choosing a timeframe after which the occurrence of an event was hardly attributable to any change at baseline."

Questions

1\. The authors report, \"In subgroup analyses, non-severe falls were associated with a 69% increase in mortality risk 238 for residents in private facilities and a 37% decrease in risk for those in public institutions\". Consider addressing this interesting and surprising finding in the discussion and adding any potential reasons for these results.

Authors: We have included the following paragraph in the Discussion section (lines 334-343):

"In subgroup analyses, non-severe fallers, compared to non-fallers, presented a 69% increase in mortality risk in private facilities and a 37% decrease in risk in public institutions. However, we cannot provide a solid hypothesis for these differences in mortality risks. The important confounding factors have been controlled, so the reasons for a possible effect, if it really exists, are presumably due to differences in structural and organizational factors. Nevertheless, we do not have enough data to approach this analysis with the adequate rigor. Moreover, it is advisable to be cautious with the results from subgroup analyses since they are usually more affected by random and systematic errors. These results just suggest that future research should analyse in depth these possible associations".

2\. The authors report the increase in mortality within the first year following the interview and how this is in line with the literature. Was a hazard ratio calculated at the one-year mark as well as at 2-years? Would this have made a difference in the results?

Authors: We did calculate the hazards ratio at each of the 5 years of follow up. Please, do see Figure 2 showing the time dependent effects, with the hazard ratios (and 95% confidence intervals) at each of the 5 years of follow up.

3\. Did/how did the authors ensure that those classified as \"non fallers\" did not suffer from a fall over the course of the study? If, for example, someone classified as a \"non-faller\" could have actually fallen two months before the interview or two months after the interview took place, how was this accounted for? I would highly encourage addressing this in the discussion.

Authors: Thank you very much for your comment, we acknowledge this as a limitation.

We agree with the reviewer that we cannot ensure that, those classified as \"non fallers\", did not suffer a fall outside the previous one month period. However, it has been described that, for the older people, suffering a fall is an intermittent experience that it is very likely to be completely resolved, rather than to evolve to regular falling one year later (Donald, I.P. and C.J. Bulpitt, The prognosis of falls in elderly people living at home. Age Ageing, 1999. 28(2): p. 121-5). Moreover, Donald et al. reported that they selected only the preceding three months to self-report a previous fall because they considered that the recall over a longer period was less accurate (Donald, I.P. and C.J. Bulpitt, The prognosis of falls in elderly people living at home. Age Ageing, 1999. 28(2): p. 121-5). Besides independently of the different timeframes for collecting the occurrence of a previous fall, our results were consistent with the rest of the literature that did not find significant associations between suffering only a single fall and long term mortality (Donald, I.P. and C.J. Bulpitt, The prognosis of falls in elderly people living at home. Age Ageing, 1999. 28(2): p. 121-5) (Dunn, J.E., et al., Mortality, disability, and falls in older persons: the role of underlying disease and disability. Am J Public Health, 1992. 82(3): p. 395-400) (Bath, P.A. and K. Morgan, Differential risk factor profiles for indoor and outdoor falls in older people living at home in Nottingham, UK. Eur J Epidemiol, 1999. 15(1): p. 65-73)( Sylliaas, H., et al., Does mortality of the aged increase with the number of falls? Results from a nine-year follow-up study. Eur J Epidemiol, 2009. 24(7): p. 351-5)

Please, do see all this information detailed in the Discussion section (lines 371-384).

"Fifth, our main independent variable was to have suffered a fall within the month prior to the interview. Thus, we cannot ensure that, those classified as \"non fallers\", did not suffer a fall outside that period. In most of the studies from non-clinical settings with a long follow-up, the information of baseline falls was self-reported by asking the participant about having suffered a fall during the preceding 3 months or until the preceding year depending on the studies \[20-22\]. Donald et al. reported that they selected only the preceding three months, to self-report a previous fall, because they considered that the recall over a longer period was less accurate \[20\]. Anyhow, independently of the different timeframes for collecting the occurrence of a previous or subsequent falls, our results were consistent with the rest of the literature that did not find significant associations between suffering only a single fall and long term mortality \[20-22,24\]. Finally, it is worth mentioning that data on falls were gathered from the facility physicians (or nurses for 8% of residents), thus notably limiting the potential information bias".
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